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THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF SOME PROBLEMS 
WHICH ARE DUE TO THE PRESENCE OF PLUTONIUM 
IN HETEROGENEOUS THERMAL REACTORS 
SUMMARY 
Oscillation experiments with Pu-oontaining fuel elementa are 
planned to be done in the reaotor ECO at the CCR ISPRA in a near 
future. To study the inferenoe that one oan draw from suoh. 
integral measurements to the calculât j on of thi. reactivity of 
irradiated lattices we hrve investigated in a number of oases 
the influence of the plutonium on the speotrum as well in the 
fuel as in the moderator; also we studied the effects of a non-
uniform spatial distribution of the plutonium in the fuel. 
Finally we estimated the values of the heterogeneous parameters 
for such a fuel. 
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1. Introduction 
In order to understand completely the variation of the lattice 
parameters ae a funotion of irradiation in a reaotor fuelled with 
uranium, it is very important to understand exactly the reactivity 
effects due to the formation of plutonium in the fuel elements· 
These effects may be studied more easily in synthetio fuel element« 
oontaining plutonium. For this reason we are planning (in the 
framework of the ORGEL Projeot) a series of experiments with synthetio 
fuel elements of the OROEL type, oontaining different percentages 
of plutonium with two different isotopie compositions. More precisely 
the percentages and the isotopio compositions are in table I· 
The basic fuel element ie a olueter of 19 rods of natural uraniumj 
radius of the rods 0.6 om. 
fuel element 
1 
« 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Table I 
Ì> of Pu 
0.05 
0.15 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.05 
0.15 
0.2 
0.3 
I isotopio comp« j> of Pu239 | ft omposition of Pu240 
94 
94 
94 
94 
94 
85 
85 
85 
85 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
15 
15 
15 
15 
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The experiments on these fuel elements will be done in ECO (Expérience 
Critique ORGEL) at the CCR ISFRA. In ECO we have the choice between 
two fundamental types of experiments t substitution experimente or 
oscillation experiments. In this case, due to the high costs of 
the plutonium and of the fabrication of the synthetic elements, we 
deoided to perforin oscillation experiments· 
In such a way we need only a piece 50 om long for eaoh type of fuel 
element to be tested« 
II· Description of the oscillation experiments and their interpretation 
In the oscillation experiments another rod is attached to the central 
rod of the referenoe lattioe (see fig.1), suoh that the square—wave 
oscillation exchanges alternatively the two elements. 
In the case of the synthetic fuel elements the second rod is an 
element of the same type as those of the referenoe lattioe with only 
the oentral part, for a length of 50 om, replaoed by the synthetic 
fuel. It may be interesting to give some fundamental data for the 
oscillating apparatus ι 
weight of the osoillating rods 350 kg 
amplitude of the osoillation 4 a 
time of transit 4 β 
period from 20s to 200a 
For the interpretation of the osoillation experiments we rely on the 
general theory developed at ISPRA by Q.BLAESSER ¿"i J. Briefly, by 
employing two deteotore at different looations to measure the oscil­
lating part of the neutron flux, w· can determine separately the 
differenoes between the total absorption of the fuel element tested 
and of the referenoe fuel element and the difference between total 
productions, i.e. the two integrals 
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where the spatial integration is extended over the volume of the 
sample tested. 
In fact the theory givas for the oscillating part of the neutron 
flux, as measured by a deteotor plaoed at the point r, the following 
expression 
where O is the frequenoy, r is a point representative of the 
looation of the sample, A and Ρ are defined above. The funotione 
&»(£,£<>, 5») a n d GejCjEi^··! çVhioû we shall call "produotion 
response funotion" and "absorption response funotion" respecti­
vely, do not depend on the sample characteristics but only on the 
properties of the reaotor and the deteotor in question. 
The determination of Q. ftE^o^iand Çp. (¡2.^©^) »ay be aooomplished 
theoretically by the employ of standard approximation methods as 
multigroup diffusion theory, Monte­Carlo or S oaloulations. On 
the other side we oan determine these funotions experimentally 
by calibration with some standard samples (for instanoe boron and 
u 2 3 5 ) . 
A remarkable property of these two funotions is that their dependenoe 
on "?is not the same· 
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III. Calculations made to olarify some points for the use of the results 
of the oscillation experiments 
At this point we must remember that in synthetic fuel elements the 
spatial distribution of plutonium is uniform and therefore different 
from the real case. Thus the question arises on how to use this 
information obtained from the experiment for the interpretation and 
prediction of the behaviour of real fuel where the plutonium ie 
formed under irradiation. To shed some light on this, we investi-
gated especially the changes in the thermal speotrum due to the 
presenoe of the plutonium in the oase of a lattioe of simple fuel 
elements embedded in heavy water moderator. 
We used the oode THERMOS for the oaloulator 7090, i.e. a speotrum 
and oell-code using integral transport theory· The geometrical 
dimensions of our lattice were the following t 
solid cylindrical fuel element of 2.54 om diameter 
oanning « 1 mm Al 
lattice pitch - 9·22 cm (corresponding to a radius of the Wigner-
Seitz-oell of 5.20 om). 
These data correspond to a moderator-fuel volume ratio of 15·7· 
The fuel was metallio-natural uranium in the first case, 
0.36ft U , 0.192ft Pu and the; rest U in the second oase, 
239 0.192ft Pu and the rest natural uranium in the third oase. 
The oalôulation for the seoond choice of fuel composition have been 
carried out also for another lattioe pitch 11.43 om, corresponding 
to a cell radius of 6.45 om, and a moderator-fuel volume ratio of 24·8· 
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IV. Results of the calculations 
The results of these calculations are shown in table II and in 
the curves II-V. In ourve II the speotrum in the moderator 
(neutron density) near the fuel surface (at 3·4 mm from the 
surface of the rod) is shown for the three oases oonsidered 
at the lattice pitch 9·22 cm. One oan see very easily that the 
speotrum in the second case is almost the same as in the first 
case, exoept for the distorsion in the neighborhood of the 0.3 eV 
resonance of Pu. This is due to the fact that the total thermal 
235 
absorption is not much ohanged, the reduotion in U -concentration 
239 
cancelling the additional absorption due to Pu · 
239 In the third oase instead the Pu brings an additional absorption 
to that already present by the natural uranium, and this results 
in a muah stronger distorsion of the thermal speotrum, especially 
on the low energy side. Obviously the seoond case corresponds 
more to the real situation.in an irradiated fuel element than the 
third case, and we continue therefore with the oomparison of the 
first and second oases only. 
In ourve III the speotrum for theee two cases is shown for a distanoe 
of I.78 om from the fuel element surface. One sees that the defor-
mation of the speotrum due tp the presence of Pu is a relatively 
local effect, sensible only in the immediate neighbourhood of the 
fuel, provided that the total absorption remains the same· 
In other words, far away from the fuel element the thermal speotrum 
is determined only by the total absorption taking place in the fuel, 
but not by the detailed energy dependence of this absorption. 
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In curve IV instead the spectrum inside the fuel (at 0.53 cm from 
the center) is shown. One sees the still more pronounoed flux 
depression in the resonance. In curve V finally we have compared 
the results of the second case for the two different lattice 
pitches (at a distance of 3·4 mm from the surface of the rod). 
It is obvious that in the case of higher pitch the ratio of thermal 
to epithermal neutrons is higher, but the detailed form of the 
thermal speotrum remains unaltered (both ourvee had the same 
normalization of the thermal part). 
From these results we oan draw the following conclusions ι 
X. The moderator speotrum far from the fuel element is not 
sensitive to the details of thermal absorption. Therefore, 
the absorption integral as measured by the osoillation technique 
is already a sufficient oharaoteristios for the thermal speotrum 
in the moderator far from the elements. Especially, there is 
no reciprocal influence tit the details of thermal absorption 
for two neighbouring fuel elements. This makes more easy the 
interpretation of the behaviour of Pu-containing samples in a 
reactor oontaining only natural U-fuel. 
2. It seems that the total absorption in the fuel oan be divided 
into two parts t i.e. the absorption in the 0.3 eV resonance 
239 of Pu and the thermal absorption in the striot sense, and 
239 
in the latter the Pu ' does not play a role different from 
235 
U . Under these assumptions a relatively straightforward 
application of the results of these integral measurements to 
oases of practical interest oould be made. 
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Additional calculations have been made to study the effect of 
non-uniform distribution of Pu in the fuel. We recalculated 
the case 2 (with 9·22 cm pitch) with a spatial Pu-distribution 
of approximately parabolic shape, having a surfaoe-to-oenter 
ratio of 1.4. The differences in the values of the effective 
cross sections are rather small, as can be seen from table II· 
We also oaldulated the values of the heterogeneous parameters 
that enter a kernel-type theory. They are given in table II too. 
Concerning these parameters one has to keep in mind that the 
oritioality of a reactor is a rather insensitive funotion of V* 
so that the indicated changes in tytwhich directly correspond 
to changes in k of the lattice are probably more important· 
One sees that no is relatively insensitive to the lattice pitch 
(whioh is a fundamental assumption of a kernel-type heterogeneous 
theory) and'that it changes rather little with the spatial 
distribution of the Pu. 
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Table II 
O (thermal 
■* u t i l i z a t i o n ) 
"Λ 
V^ 
<Tj 2 5 ( fue l ) 
^ 3 9 ( f U e l ) 
Σ a (fuel) 
Σ„ (°θ11) 
v X | (fuel) 
V Z S (235) 
VUE. (239) 
^ 
Y 
υ 
0.714ft N25 
VV 1 5 · 7 
m f 
Ο.986ΟΟ 
1.493 
1.664 
369 
670.8 
0.2349 
Ο.ΟΟ9725 
O.30620 
0.30620 
! 1.3035 
1.0065 
Pu 
0.367ft N25 
0.192ft ÏÏ3Q 
V / V - I 5 . T m f 
Ο.98684 
1.539 
I.67O8 
378.8 
635.4 
0.25718 
0.25793+ 
0.010335 
0.33022 
Ο.33172+ 
0.16136 
0.16124+ 
0.16886 
O.I7048+ 
1.2840 
1.2861+ 
•1.0851 
1.0901+ ι 
Pm 
0.367ft N25 
0.192ft N3Q , 
v / v -24 .8 nr f 
O.98304 
I.58O 
1.716 
402.7 
628.5 
Ο.26485 
Ο.ΟΟ6717 
Ο.33856 
0.17153 
O.I6703 
1.2783 
1.1176 
U.Pu 
0.714ft N 2 5 
0.192ft N3Q 
m 1 
Ο.98898 
1.680 
1.865 
360. 4 
635.2 
Ο.32Ο73 
O.OII828 
Ο.46788 
Ο.299Ο7 
0.16881 
I.4588 
1.2902 
+»values for non uniform distribution of Pu 
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